
LA MEMOIRE D’UN PAYSAGE 



LA MEMOIRE D’UNE VILLE 



LA MEMOIRE D’UN SOLDAT 



I called for some Lewis gunners to get along the wire and open fire on 
the Huns, but just then we saw that they had their hands up. The whole 
garrison of the flat, easily outnumbering the troops we had in the outs-
kirts of the village, were voluntarily giving themselves up without a fight! 
Unfortunately, some silly ass opened fire on them with a Lewis gun, and 
they promptly dispersed in all directions, only a few of them reaching 
our lines and being captured.

(…)
The trench ran into some large old chalk pits, and in these pits we made 
quite a number of prisoners. They were very scared and seemed glad 
to be taken. A serjeant went over alone to a large shell-hole, and about 
eight Germans immediately surrendered to him.
Moving on down Plevna trench, we found it full of Huns, with machine 
guns mounted every twenty or thirty yards. They did not fire a shot. 
Their hands went up as soon as we approached them. Before long the 
prisoners we had taken amounted to more than our own strength, and 
we could not spare men to escort them to the rear. Some of our men 
were mad on «ratting». They stopped and wasted a lot of time taking 
watches and other souvenirs from the captured Huns. It took a lot of 
violent abuse from me to make them realise that they were there to fight, 
not to loot.

SOUVENIRS DE GUERRELE TERRITOIRE 

carte maquette les « diary» des soldats 
les images de guerre

les insignes spécifiques les descendants , les nouvelles 
images 

L’AUSTRALIE LA SUITE DE L’HISTOIRE 

LES ÉLÉMENTS DU PROJET
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UN DISPOSITIF SENSIBLE  QUI JOUE  AVEC LE SOL ET LE PAYSAGE DANS UN PARCOURS DE 
DÉCOUVERTE

UN DISPOSITIF VERTICAL QUI CADRE LE REGARD ET ASSOCIE LE FAIT DE GUERRE DANS 
UNE HISTOIRE DE LA VILLE 

UN DISPOSITIF D’INTERPRÉTATION AUTOUR D’UNE MAQUETTE DU TERRITOIRE 
QUI PERMET DE COMPRENDRE 
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3 TYPES D’INSTALLATIONS POUR 3 LIEUX ET 3 MEMOIRES



La mémoire du sol 

La mémoire du soldat

La mémoire du soldat
L’australie

LE TERRITOIRE

LE TERRITOIRE
L’histoire qui continue

L’histoire qui continue



La mémoire du sol 

La mémoire du soldat

La mémoire du soldat

L’australie

L’histoire qui continue

LES PETITES STATIONS 










